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➊ Orion townhouse estate with wetland at Stony Creek end
➋ City of Maribyrnong Sara Grove planting site
➌ Creek is municipal boundary Matthews St to Sunshine Rd
➍ Current Upper Stony Creek Transformation Project
➎ Historic course of Stony Creek through central Sunshine
➏ First diversion of Stony Creek via Anderson Road
➐ Higher capacity diversion via Kororoit Street
➑ Diversion from east side of North Sunshine to Maribyrnong

Submission re draft Maribyrnong and Werribee Catchment
Works Programs inconsistent handling of Stony Creek
diversions and need for clearer main drain catchment data.
Please note: This is the second of likely three formal responses I will make to the Draft
Healthy Waterways Strategy focusing on details there was no real opportunity to get into
detail on during the Maribyrnong and Moonee Ponds Creek Catchment Collaborations,
parts of Stony Creek being grafted onto the Maribyrnong catchment at the last minute.
I have been researching the Stony Creek diversions for some years and presented on them
in 2014 in my role as St Albans History Society representative to the City of Brimbank’s
Heritage Advisory Committee. See:
https://www.slideshare.net/ynotds/stony-creek-diversion-history
It was only during immediate follow up to that presentation that I was able to locate and
photograph the outfall from the northeastern diversion into the Maribyrnong where I still
have unanswered questions, in part due to there always being competing priorities.

No matter where boundaries are drawn there will be issues that cross them which this
submission uses Stony Creek to illustrate, along with the need for better data access for
community members and the need for improved internal and external Melbourne Water
collaboration. A closer look at the numbered points above will illustrate these issues.

➊ Orion townhouse estate with wetland at Stony Creek end

Earth shaping and underground services for Orion Estate are well underway with what is
intended to be a stormwater retention pond close to Stony Creek already starting to serve
its intended purpose. As discussed in ➌ below, this is where lower Stony Creek emerges
from the drains that serve central Sunshine where stormwater storage, processing and
harvesting on the main stream would also be appropriate and one project better than two.
Only a corner of the proposed pond is included in the Orion Masterplan illustration from
their website shown on the previous page above picture of pond from recent site visit.

Above pic illustrates aforementioned adjacency. Below are a couple of pics along the western boundary.

Overleaf pics are 2 of excavations for service installation along the southern boundary, the new trail section wrapping
the southwest corner, surface water on the grassland buffer south towards the rail yards and 2 more of the apparently
recently dug channel along the northern boundary of the rail yards to speed runoff and sediment to the creek.

➋ City of Maribyrnong Sara Grove planting site
South of the railway lines and Sunshine Road, lower Stony Creek is an open stream along a
narrow Melbourne Water easement which the City of Maribyrnong and Friends of Stony
Creek have recently started to make more attractive and accessible.

Upper left pic is from where Stony Creek turns south along continuation of Quarry Road alignment. The rest are from
Friends of Stony Creek planting day in late April at bottom of Sara Grove at which the low flow in the creek was noted.

The City of Maribyrnong provided a barbecue for the planters on top of necessary physical
resources and logistical support.

➌ Creek is municipal boundary Matthews St to Sunshine Rd

Above photo map clearly dates from before start of works other than site clearing on Orion
Estate site. Storm water channel north of the railway embankment is as recently observed.
Bluestone culvert on original Bendigo/Murray River (Echuca) line is increasingly obscured by additional tracks on
either side of it (below left). Where Stony Creek serves as municipal border, it is confined to long-constructed channel
across flood plain in dry periods (below right, top and bottom).

➍ Current Upper Stony Creek Transformation Project
This project is a significant collaboration precipitated by environmentally conscious City
West Water vacating its former site and seeing the prospect of value uplift for a potential
residential subdivision. Partners in the project include:
• Brimbank City Council
• City West Water
• Melbourne Water
• Development Victoria
• Victorian Government Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP)
• Greenfleet.
This project is key to the idea that water policy must not be restricted to
“priority waterways” but must by determined on “waterway priorities”.
Stony Creek may have had claims on priority for flood avoidance measures from the late
1940s but, in a better informed age, it now only has priority because its Transformation is
now a pilot for others suffering similarly counterproductive confinement.
Close enough to home, I’ve been collecting pictures of progress for the record on three
visits to date. The first was on 26 March with perimeter fencing but no work started. The
second was on 9 May with one section of concrete removed to provide a crossing point for
works vehicles and work in progress on pulling out the chain mesh used to stabilise the
earthen levee. The operators we met that day understood the wider interest in the project.
The third was on 1 July when the main change was increasing definition of the eventual
pond sites and larger stockpiling of soil and rocks to be used in final cosmetic treatment.

First breach of concrete lining early in project did not quickly lead to wider removal.

Above: 2014 pic of part of current works site through fence; inlet tunnel under Ring Road and Furlong Road (July);
concrete channel widens before outlet & outlet pipes under Gilmour Road and Albion-Jacana line (March)
Below: Old retarding basin levee & wider view of old retarding basin (March); channel being recolonised near Furlong
Road & work beginning on disentangling old levee (May)

Above: Machine pulling up wire mesh from levee; early clearing and stockpiling of soil and rocks; collection of chain
mesh extricated from levy (all May); Initial breach in concrete lining still not expanding further (July)
Below: Excavation of water storage basins suggests eventual structure, stockpiling of soil and rocks continue (all July)

➎ Historic course of Stony Creek through central Sunshine

Aerial photomap from c.1945 of the old course of Stony Creek through central Sunshine (left) between H V McKay’s
Sunshine Harvester Factory dam and confluence with northeast branch, now beneath Kevin Wheelahan Gardens, has
been hidden by diversion drains that appear instead in draft Chain of Ponds plan for Moonee Ponds Creek (right).

That old course runs through the Sunshine Marketplace and Sunshine Plaza shopping centres that now occupy much of
the Harvester Factory site, indicated only by an almost imperceptible dip on Hampshire Road between them (left). It is
newly represented by a swale on the old creek alignment beyond the Plaza car park entrance (right).

My 2014 history presentation linked at the start of this submission suggested returning low
flow from the diversion drains to the historic course as a linear water feature, inspired by
Mill Stream in Stellenbosch, Western Cape. For interested community to develop such a
proposal would require access to technical data on drain depths, flow directions and more.
More pictures, maps and commentary on this is on that SlideShare link. Return of low flow
to lower Stony Creek is now also seen to have potential downstream benefits.

➏ First diversion of Stony Creek via Anderson Road

Only high flow from upper Stony Creek now enters the Anderson Road drain which was the first response to repeated
flooding of the Harvester Factory site in the late 1940s, via a surface channel (above left) to the overgrown drain
entrance beneath Anderson Road (centre) before flowing into Kororoit Creek a kilometre south (right & below right).

The higher capacity diversion flows into the Kororoit below Fraser Street (above left).

➐ Higher capacity diversion via Kororoit Street

Post-RRL trail provides outlook onto where upper Stony flow distributes high flow only towards Anderson Road drain
and all flow levels into Kororoit Street tunnel (left). There are steps down to the latter’s entrance (right).

The Upper Stony Creek western sub catchment, which is diverted via the aforementioned
drains/tunnels, is included in the Kororoit catchment but the eastern sub catchment which
is diverted into the Maribyrnong remains part of the Stony Creek catchment according to
the maps provided in the respective draft Catchment Works Programs.

➑ Diversion from east side of North Sunshine to Maribyrnong
At the time of the aforementioned presentation to the City of Brimbank’s Heritage
Advisory Committee, I had just discovered via Planning Maps Online that there was this
other diversion of flow from the northeast/North Sunshine branch of Stony Creek into the
Maribyrnong and only managed to locate and photograph it on subsequent visits.
The problem for research based on publicly available information is the largely streetfollowing drain that Planning Maps Online (and that Chain of Ponds map) show under
“Rivers and Streams” is represented as continuous between the St. Andrews Drive drain
into the Maribyrnong (labelled “Stony Creek”) and the Anderson Road drain into Kororoit
Creek. Both ends are clearly outlets so it would be useful to have access to drain slope and
flow direction data as part of understanding the extent of the originally Stony Creek
subcatchment which now drains into the Maribyrnong far from easy passive surveillance.
Such information is needed to sanity check any notions of redirecting currently diverted
low flow back to Stony Creek, along with a wider understanding of performance of such
underground drains under extended no flow conditions.

This diversion clearly continues from its St. Andrews Drive alignment to the shaft circled on above photo map and
shown in pic (below left) where it deviates slightly towards an outfall high above the Maribyrnong tidal height (below
right). The latter is also shown from the Avondale Heights side of the Maribyrnong at the beginning of this submission.

Implications for Healthy Waterways Strategy Renewal
My attention was drawn to the work of Friends of Stony Creek in the development of the
Hyde Street Reserve right at the time the original route for what is now West Gate Tunnel
proposed to trash the Reserve. While the above discussion stops at the upstream end of
their work, the lack of clear positioning of their waterway through the process made this
highly productive group’s active participation in the renewal process unlikely.
The two year old permits for Orion Estate to provide a single storm water retention pond
clearly fail the potential of the location, underlining the need for collaboration processes to
operate more widely and more permanently, with involvement across Melbourne Water.
Upper Stony Creek project should be leveraged as a gateway to both what can be done to
revive similarly constricted streams and to explore possibilities for the rest of Stony Creek.
Melbourne Water should ensure technical information is available to waterways volunteers
so we can develop better informed proposals and better respond to plans proposed by
other parties. There may need to be an intermediate level of authorised access developed.
—ends—

